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Námořní pěchota Spojených států amerických v pátek zachránila

generála Davida H. Bergera z „útočiště“ Ústřední zpravodajské služby

v severovýchodní Kalifornii, uvedly zdroje z kanceláře generála

Smithe pro Real Raw News.

Jak bylo uvedeno dříve, generál Berger se ztratil 6. ledna poté, co

opustil Camp Pendleton v 18:30. Jeho zmizení vyděsilo White Hat,

protože generál Berger charakteristickým způsobem informoval
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osoby v řetězci White Hat, pokud má v plánu zahájit prodloužené

sabaty. . Poté, co uplynulo 36 hodin, aniž by o něm slyšeli, mariňáci

systematicky prohledávali oblast Camp Pendleton a přilehlá města a

zalesněný terén, zda nenašli stopy po něm nebo jeho vozidle. Jejich

úsilí se však ukázalo jako marné. Zaměstnanci Camp Pendleton

monitorovali frekvence vymáhání práva, zda se nezmiňují o

vyznamenaném důstojníkovi námořní pěchoty, který havaroval s

autem nebo se objevil v místních nemocnicích. Mezitím kybernetické

velení americké armády a kyberprostorové velení sil námořní

pěchoty prozkoumávaly klábosení Deep State v naději, že získají

nějaký přehled o tom, kde se generál nachází,

V pátek 13. ledna pozdě večer chytli přestávku.

Podle našeho zdroje bývalý strašák CIA kontaktoval kancelář

generála Smitha se znepokojivou zprávou: Generál Berger byl unesen

a vězněn v úkrytu CIA poblíž Cedarville v Kalifornii, asi 600 mil od

Camp Pendleton a 10 mil od hranice Nevady. Agent, řekl náš zdroj,

poskytl skeptickému generálu Smithovi nákres bezpečného domu a

podrobnosti o jeho bezpečnostních opatřeních – nebyly to

monolitické stavby bez oken z cihel a malty často zobrazované ve

filmech, ale spíše skromný a poněkud zchátralý statek na 10 akrů

větrem ošlehané půdy.

Agent řekl, že farma má nerozbitná okna, vstupní systém s klávesnicí

a 4-6 agentů CIA v prostorách. Tvrdil, že nezná vstupní kód.

"Když se ho generál Smith zeptal, proč chce pomoci, ten chlap řekl,

že pár lidí v agentuře se snaží udělat správnou věc." Nemohl nebo

nechtěl poskytnout informace o tom, jak a kde k únosu došlo, ale

trval na tom, že generál Berger tam byl a je stále naživu, ale možná

ne na dlouho. Řekl, že generál Berger by mohl být přesunut nebo

odstraněn,“ řekl náš zdroj.
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Přestože byl generál Smith vůči pastím podezřelý, okamžitě vyslal

průzkumnou četu, aby se na farmu podívala. Vzhledem k tomu, že

čas byl důležitý, byli mariňáci převezeni na palubě V-22 Osprey na

pouštní mýtinu několik kilometrů jihovýchodně od farmy. Potom šli

pěšky a zastavili se jednou dostatečně blízko, aby přehlédli cíl, aniž

by byli spatřeni.

Po obvodu procházel jediný strážný v černé taktické výstroji.

Zapaloval si cigaretu, když na něj přepadl mariňák a přidržel

strážníkovo hrdlo čepel K-baru, řekl náš zdroj. Při ohrožení zadá

zbabělý hlídač kód dveří a umožní námořní pěchotě přístup do

interiéru.

"Uzavřeli mu roubík a řekli mu, aby je odvedl ke generálovi," řekl náš

zdroj.

Zajatá hlídka je nejprve zavedla do kuchyně, kde u stolu seděli dva

muži v tmavých oblecích a pili kávu. Mariňáci je zastřelili pomocí

umlčených ručních zbraní. Podobný osud potkal i dvě strašidla

podřimující na pohovkách.

V ložnici v patře našli generála Bergera v bezvědomí. Levé oko měl

černomodré, oteklé zavřené a obličej mu pokrývaly tržné rány. Někdo

ho znehybnil tím, že ho připevnil k posteli pomocí řehtaček. Pokusil

se promluvit, ale jeho slova vycházela pomalu a podivně, jako by byla

zdrogovaná.

Nejsilnější mariňák zvedl generála Bergera pomocí hasičského vozíku

a skočil 2 km s generálem přehozeným přes ramena. Přeživší agent

CIA byl vzat do vazby jako válečný zajatec.

Generál Berger, řekl náš zdroj, byl převezen na bezpečné místo k

ošetření ran.

"Byl bit, mučen a zdrogován a zotavuje se," řekl.

(Navštíveno 66 213krát, dnes 66 213 návštěv)
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A POW released! A true hero that will be in the history books for his

stand against enemies of the USA.

We’re glad you are safe!

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 12 hours ago by Delavic

At these trying moments in history, why would you even consider

bringing up ways to make more money…… please try to care about

these stories and the people who have been hurt

If Delavic was really making that much money a month, he’d be on

vacation in the Bahamas not here at real raw news making a fool of

himself! lol

That’s not the real delavic, it’s a bot. The real one is a patriot and it is

easy to tell the difference by what they post.

The more people feed into these scumbags by replying to them or

marking their comments down…just feeds into them as they are then

getting the attention they crave. We should all ignore them.

Don’t reply to this retardo simpleton, because he’s not human either

and probably a thrown out reptilian clan that can’t find his way back

underground because of very low IQ…

As I reflect on every thing I have Witnessed .’All of their actions they

have taken against Us.

 
I am Speaking about My Time Line from the mid 1960s on ward.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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And how everyone has Stepped up to the Plate in the last 8 years

everywhere around this World.

 
To enjoin in speaking – Bearing Being a Witness Against Them-The

Evil ones upon this Earth.

 
And Seeing how the Last Two Years have been Played Out.

 
I can only come to the Conclusion that If there is only .

 
10-15 percent of Good Guys in all Of the Agencies-

 
Judges, Lawyers ,Police force-Military-Secret societies ETC.

They Better Step Up to The Plate and Start Taking out the

Evil one in their Own Ranks NOW !

How Much Longer Should We Be W@atching This SHOW?

To 10-15 percent of Good Guys.

Yes I am Talking To You!

The Days are Coming and The Order of Business Will Be.

For Us the Common People to Start Leveling the Playing Field.

WE Will Judge You For the Lack of Cleaning Up Your Own Ranks in

Government, Business , Churches, Schools, secret and Dark Groups

Military and Law enforcement -ETC.

You are the Ones that Have The Inside Knowledge of Who Is Bad and

the Corrupts Etc.

Remember There Is More of Us than You.

 
We out Number You!

Sure you have the Weapons’ that can End Life on this Planet

 
in a instant.

I think the Time is Growing ever close for the Final Show Down.

Tick Tock.
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Will Our Freedom will be Gained By Using Our God Given

Power against all of You.

Will We Care about the Good Among You.

I think Not.

For Your Lack Of Action will be The Answer We need

To Justify Our non Disseminate action To End

This!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Disseminate A Non-Descriptive Action!

Other wise You Can Take This As.

Open Season On You.

The Bad Guys.

By Us the Common People!

Michael – there has to be a way to remove the links from these posts

so this asshole can’t post these bullshit postings… And you can

certainly run batch jobs to take out the posts along with putting post

protection schemes in place that a human must solve to complete the

post… Fix this please.

CAPTCHAs won’t work because they will (eventually) drive away all

the posters who don’t want to deal with them. While that happens,

the bad guys will use computer scripts to farm the CAPTCHAs out to

ultrapoor online people to complete for ‘pennies per thousand’ and

send the answers back so they can post their spam. This is how

criminal commercial bulk emailers were able to get so many

throwaway accounts at free email services that used the CAPTCHAs

to keep the spambots out from signing up for them.

Actually, since 2006 it is now impossible to stop fvckery like this

because hardware ‘backdoors’ were deliberately built into PCs by the

bad guys since then to do stuff like this. Please read my comment
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#371410 at the RRN story ‘Inside Biden’s Billion Dollar, Drunken

Gala Dinner’ for full details, it is VERY important.

Glad Berger was rescued … that being said … when are you so called

white hats going to admit that you have no intentions what so

ever of taking action and publicly address the election fraud that

took place in THREE different elections.

 
Your “investigation” is over and you decided to do NOTHING …

WHY? Some of us aren’t nearly as stupid as you hope. It’s obvious

you will take no action. You have MB report all these side stories

hoping we will forget about the fraud and the fact the congress is

illegitimate. That’s not going to happen. You want the election fraud

machine to remain in place. Admittedly some folks will be willing to

let it go and tell themselves things will get better after the next

phoney election.

I don’t care how many great side stories you give to MB to report

until you PUBLICLY take action against the illegitimate congress

you are guilty of TREASON.

STFU you don’t know what the hell you are talking about! Our

military is NOT thoughtless hothead like you and if they ever acted as

YOU suggest we would lose our country big time. There is a season

and a timing to everything here and its gotta be done right. These are

men not God. Have respect for God’s sake. They are the ones who

have all the intelligence.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Soulscry

Oh so people sitting behind their computers risking nothing,

suffering nothing, are “tired of waiting” so these brilliant, brave

patriots should jump to your orders?

The normal people don’t have the means or support to do anything

alone that’s the point. We would need some public evidence or

statement or public plan before we can get involved. I have a great
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idea though, let’s go and storm Congress in Feb 6th. Just like the Jan

6th occupation and then get shot and put in jail for a few years. See

you there Jan?

Sorry, count me out. Faithfulness is heavens’ badge of honor and one

day, I will be given that badge. Allow me to remind you that true faith

doesn’t waffle but remains steadfast through thick and thin.

Blessings,

Inasmuch as this war against humanity began 7 thousand yrs ago,

yeah….waiting on God’s soldiers to whip the devil, capture ALL the

demons here AND worldwide isn’t fair to those of us sitting on our

butts, reading the progress reports while millions of patriots are on

their knees fasting, praying, and using their skills to hold the line

while our soldiers are fighting in the shadows, underground tunnels,

and corrupt courts. These battles have not been won without

casualties. God protect our white-hat army and those patriots in the

hot zones, those who risk life & limb to save our country from this

great evil. We watch, wait, and occupy, knowing victory is

guaranteed. God didn’t bring us this far to abandon us, now…Amen

Impatient people lose strength when waiting. Patient people gain

strength while waiting. Take your pick. You chose who you will be.

Yeah, let’s see what you will say after 2 years (if RRN is still alive till

that time unlike twisted truth — MBs another “channel” about

Annunaki and aliens).

Seriously, have you seen even one shred of evidence the White Hats

are in control, and EVEN ONE of these articles, though we might like

reading them and hope they’re true, is also true? One shred? I mean

seriously, facts matter, and I see NOTHING in ANY of theses articles

proving them true. I’m hopeful but not naive.

Jan it amazes me how many people up tick the ignorant statements

of those unaccepting of what must be done in this huge world war

III. Their lack of patience also pisses me off when they also side with
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Paid Shills & Trolls

The bickering going on just shows how low humanity has fallen.

 
The Cabal know that if they can destroy ‘the humanity’ in the human,

they’ve won.

 
The Illuminati are as thick as thieves, which makes them strong.

 
We must be the same. To do that, needs trust and patience.

#WWG1WGA

Jan, we have a saying in TX ‘If you can’t dazzle ’em with brilliance,

baffle ’em with bullshit.’ That’s all MSM has! Amazing how many

‘baffled’ misfits spread BS as bots on Truther channels.

You’re not lying! I hate it when truthers are controlled opposition.

They spew the same bullshit the MSM fake news journalists do.

 
And I found out one alleged truther who trashed and lambasted

President Trump, accusing him of not fighting censorship when in

reality he signed on EO for Section 230; he didn’t even bother to

check that Section 230 was still in effect until China Joe revoked that

EO after he stole the White House, and he was acting with the

Twitter trolls to suspend people’s accounts (like Alex Berenson, I

think), violating our 1A rights like Zuckerberg and Dorsey and Parag

and Sundar Pichai and Susan Wojcicki until Musk took Twitter over

and exposed all their shit. All it took was a little Google search and

one can find that Section 230 was invoked by President Trump and

later revoked by the shitter-in-chief. He missed the revocation part.

A little thing like that proves his incompetence and even subterfuge

to fool the populace. Anybody can overlook something, but it takes

nerve to deliberately lie, thinking everyone is a bloody idiot.

It would take a very sick person to spend his life writing fictional

stories just to trick and laugh at us patriots. I guess nothing’s

impossible.
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Dumb statement and yes I have plenty. It’s obvious you have no idea

what this war of wars is all about. And how / why it must be

different than any other war the WHOLE WORLD has ever

experienced. Do more research.

 
RRN has a very good reason for being.

None of this bullshit is true. Even worse now you’ve got that dumb

fuck Charlie ward telling people that the “ white hats” lol are in

control of the financial system and now all of a sudden the digital

currency is a good thing that we should accept. Thing is it’s the exact

same thing as the other system of digital currency and the exact same

thing that the rothchild/rockerfellers want put in place setting up

China/Russia as the new world dominant powers exactly like the

cabal has planned all along. It’s the same old bullshit they always use

good cop/ bad cop, create the problem, present the solution THEY

want. They have written books about it, all of this huge psyop is

designed to create mass depopulation and guide everyone where

THEY want us to go, into death and slavery. How fucking stupid do

you people have to be to keep falling for it over and over and over

and over and over ?????????????

all of you clowns saying nothing is being done need to piss off! there

is so much proof stuff has happened, you have cognitive dissonance.

go cry else where

I see plenty. I see Biden exposed for a crime they accused Trump of.

 
I see more people waking up to the bioweapon and taking legal

action.

 
I see the media floundering. To name a few.

Are you aware that 80% of the American people still havent woken

up? What will it take to awaken them?

 
The Alliance doesn’t want war so they’re playing this out until a

higher % of the people admit enough is enough.
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On the issue of Pedo-joe Biden being exposed on his possession of

US Government Classified documents, it has been reported that

started with a whistleblower at the National Archives, NOT a White

Hat op. Legal actions against the bio-weapons started in Europe

quite some time ago, not a new revelation. Your figures regarding 80

percent of the American people having still not been woken up.

Where did you conjure up this figure? I sense it is way off

significantly, possibly 40 percent there about, and that is just my

estimate from other data. As for the ALLIANCE, I have not seen any

statements , press releases, much of anything to know what it is ,

they want. I do know there are efforts underway, I have been aware

of a WAR going on within the various factions of our government and

outside entities since very early 2012. I will leave it at that for now.

Take Care

Just stay where you’re at. If you don’t see even a shred of evidence

it’s almost a certainty that you won’t see any going forward either.

Seeing the evidence is for those with spiritual eyes open to see it.

We’ve all experienced looking for something that was clearly right in

front of us & didn’t see it. That’s what’s happened to you. But it’s not

all your fault. You had help. There are tons of people out there

spewing only negativity about these things – which is what you’ve

obviously become overtaken by – because it’s that negativity that

feeds the cynicism that’s blocking your ability to see.

Next you’ll be tempted to respond by citing all the evidence you’ve

been collecting to the contrary. That’s the problem. You’ve been

collecting evidence to the contrary & giving it more weight than

evidence that supports a phenomenal outcome. So much so that it

makes all the victories seem absurd to you – as if they never

happened & by extension will never happen.

Good luck with that narrative. It’s the way that people get into hell.

Believe everything satan says & does & nothing of what God is saying

& doing. Works every time.
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Read the conviction of Stephen Hahn article. There’s your promoter

of the jab. Your TDS is getting old. Get help.

So why are you giving out “your” intelligence? Its been 2 years since

2020 election, and all we have are words. Not ONE single thing

shown. It doesnt have to be Gitmo pics, but something like pictures

of everday people like Ruby Freeman and her daughter, duplicating

votes illegally, getting arrested! Wheres that at? Everyone seen the

videos of them doing it when counting was supposedly stopped for

the night! They have to be held for that, and theres no proof that Ive

seen, that they even took them in. Just ordinary people, and nothing

about it.

 
We need something real to see, not pacifying story telling Two damn

years since the steal, NADA. How easy is it for the elites to keep

moving their agenda, when we are told, everythings fine, trust the

plan. “We need misinfo out there to fool the cabal”. “Stay home dont

cause trouble, thats what the cabal wants”. SO basically, sit back do

nothing but read stories, as they could potentially be surrounding us

for the kill!

ALL of us paying attention are more than ready for this to become

more kinetic, more visible, but all you need to do is look at what’s

already happened to see that we’re close to the public at large

knowing what’s happened. Nancy Pelosi stepped down from Speaker

before the election. If you know anything about her, you know she

would only do that via coercion. Funny how a tight rope around your

neck can really clear one’s mind. They voted 15 times and forced

concessions on McCarthy. They discovered TOP SECRET documents

in the non secure possession of “Joe Biden” from when he was VP

and did not have the clearance to possess them. That’s just recent

developments, these signs have been available all along the way.

 
This operation has been ongoing since November 1963, and finally

we’re part of it! YOU may sit back and do nothing but doubt, you may

have noticed however, the huge groundswell of Patriots peacefully

gathering in big numbers to encourage and inform others where we
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are headed.

I had doubts too when this all started, but there is WAY too much

evidence confirming incredible stuff is happening!

 
Get out there and participate, it is invigorating!

Thank you so much, Monte. An inspiring and validating way to

understand and “hold” our current situation constructively and

prudently. Maybe all those so impatient for things to change should

consider that the more well positioned we are the less chance of

carnage and death. The more chance of a victory. For those more

impatient consider binge viewing of Gone With the Wind,

Apocalypse Now or the almost endless other films, plays, books and

narratives of agony of those who give their lives and limbs for us in

battle. Let alone the certain carnage that will occur to the culture and

civilization which we are used to and take for granted.

 
Replace impatience with gratitude and prayer or other commitment

to support those who are working for our collective peace and safety.

A facinating time to be aware of the political arena, national and

worldwide. Good Post, thank you!

Right. The mother and daughter from Georgia. Not a single peep

about them. Deep state burial.

NO. What the cabal wants is lots and lots of patriots on ‘watch lists,

in jail, or dead in the streets while their families struggle to survive

without them. Yeah, that’ll certainly move this war forward. OK, pal,

YOU go first. We’ll follow you.

So much is going on and so fast, One person cannot keep up with

everything everyday. If you don\t see it, you probably nerver will.

Well explain to all us hothead how we would lose our country big

time if the military upheld the Constitution. That “timing” is nothing

more than a BS excuse. Doing it right would mean upholding the
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Constitution which I don’t see happening. Yeah they have all the

intelligence which “we the people” have a right to know … so explain

it to us.

For the IDIOTS here and I’m not saying you just in general there is

tons of proof, being patents and contracts , PROVING that it is in

FACT our own military behind ALL OF THIS SHIT !!! WAKE THE

FUCK UP PEOPLE !!!

Yes our US Military through the establishment inbreds and powers

by way of the Military industrial – intelligence – financial – media

COMPLEX. DARPA and US Bio Weapons Research have been the

prime sources behind the weapons and technology being used

against the American People and Global humanity , this is FACT.

there is NO DENYING THIS FACT. Both DARPA and US WEAPONS

BIO RESEARCH conduct their operations through Universities ,

colleges , US Government National Labs and Research FACILITIES

as well as PRIVATE and PUBLIC CORPORATIONS throughout the

United States and other facilities outside of the United States as well.

This is NOT a MONOLITHIC ENTERPRISE by any means. Most of

this research , development and study is COMPARTMENTALIZED,

and much of this organized through US Government bureaucracies

and private think tanks, foundations , such as the RAND

CORPORATION , BROOKINGS INSTITUTION etc. . Those entities

operating CRIMINALLY, IMMORALLY and AGAINST THE UNITED

STATES of AMERICA , THE AMERICAN PEOPLE and GLOBAL

HUMANITY can be IDENTIFIED and HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED.

OK. So you’re saying our good military(the white hats) should bypass

the weaponized State Dept, which consists of ALL the judicial

branch, including the FBI & courts and challenge the bad

military(black hats) in the streets with live bullets? What could

possibly go wrong with that? Americans killing Americans would be a

great Red Flag photo Op for MSM’s propaganda to the world. If and

when the world sees our military killing each other in the streets,

we’ll be invaded from every direction.
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Oh BS no one is going to go out in the streets to kill because satan

worshippers, pedos, and war criminals are arrested. How could there

be a corporate media photo op if the military shuts them down … and

turn on the EBS …tell us that. Nothing you stated supports the lack

of action by the so called white hats … just more bs excuses.

 
I’m done with the petty excuses … I will continue to point out the so

called white hats lack of action in regards to the illegitimate congress

and fraudulent election they have no intentions of addressing.

“We’ll be invaded in every direction” … yeah … right.

Divided we fall into their commie hands, united we stand strong and

win on the right side.

Ultimately it will must definitely come down to Americans killing

some Americans. Ruby just what do you think has been going on this

whole time? Do you comprehend what is happening? You need to

think about some things.

The system will not let me like your comment Soulscry……so sorry,

but I agree, so much going on and the order of things is very

important, and we must not slaughter with words those who are

working fearlessly night and day………

Spot on Soulscry. This is a military op and it’s based on mission

success not time.

Whinge all you like spiritoo but when you’ve got 54% of the freaking

world population to arrest it’s going to take some time! Also, success

depends on getting them all. Yes, people are dying, and as tragic as

that is, this is war and there are always casualties in war.

Buckle up buttercups.

So they are arresting over 4 billion people?

Yet there is zero evidence of even one arrest?

You shouldn’t have taken trumps vaccine .
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Damn you’re a pathetic weak coward.

If it was up to you this would go on another 6 years and 2/3 of the

country would die from the vaccine

It’s called 3 D chess, Biden was executed in 19 and insurrection act

was signed before Mr T left office which enabled him to stay as the

current commander in chief. They arrest the Democrats , rhinos and

corrupt politicians and child traffickers behind the movie show on tv.

Have faith, all is going to be disclosed soon with the EBS.

Nah man, then will just keep making more clones to fulfill their evil

deeds. The media will act like they are still alive and no info will

reach the mass public. For real, if biden is really dead does it make

any difference at this point? They have clones and look alikes. Most

of America belives that that senile old man is sitting in the white

house. This is becoming more and more hard to believe all the time.

There is a huge list of people who have supposedly been arrested and

dealt with, but why haven’t we heard about their assets being

confiscated and used to our “white hats” benefit? How much money

do you think was in the Clinton foundation? I dont know the answer,

but supposedly the witch was hung and somebody got Bill while he

was locked up. What happened to their house, their bank accounts,

and whatever land they owned. If the clintons are dead, why wouldnt

we sell their house and buy more rope to hang these criminals?

Some happenings on the Satanic dem’s side are getting air time in

the MSM circles. Mostly about ZBrandon. If they are putting him on

the chopping block, which it’s looking more and more so (to me), is

the cabal getting him out of the way. I mean all of a sudden classified

documents have shown up in 3 locations and no mention of the

White Hats raid. Sounds like these documents are being planted by

his side to “be found”.

 
Pure speculation on my part. I want to see all of them OUT, not

replaced with another THUG.

 
I agree, I expected things to go faster.
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On the flip side, I read how it “seems to me” that Iraq has been

dragging their feet and suddenly they are questioning this “money

ratio exchange” because it will cause inflation in their country and

the Iraqi’s will be angry and riot in the streets. Just the opposite of

what I have been reading, “the Iraq people are so happy they are

dancing in the streets”.

 
Guess one man’s happy dance is another man’s angry riot.

 
Or, it’s all speculation on everybody’s part.

 
The report Iraq just put out says the new bills have “not” been

provided to their Parliament to be voted on, maybe February or

March.

 
The ONLY thing I know about governments is they are crooks. I say

if Iraq can’t get their affairs in order, leave them out.

 
I am expecting all sorts of reasons why they have to be included. Fire

away.

No, but it never does. Biden is just a puppet, but so was Obama, W,

Clinton, Herbert etc. US presidents can either be puppets of the Derp

State or they get assassinated in one way or the other. People who are

in a hurry are new to this. The fight has been going on in its current

form since 1913. And that is a new form of the old fight Americans

have been fighting since 1776. Others too, and Russia first and

foremost. But the USA is also a hereditary enemy of the Empire. It

wants revenge on you for defying it 250 years ago:p.

 
The problem the Derp State has is that it took all their attention to

destroy Russia in 1917. Then it took all its attention to destroy the

USA and Europe, and meanwhile Russia has been resurrected. Their

game of whackamole is very big.

Thanks for mentioning Mr T ! I loved him on The A Team & The

Rocky Franchise ! Never thought he’d make another starring role but

…….. isn’t it about time he reprise The White House role ?

Or at least move The White House to Florida ? ? I cannot
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afford to give him gold chains but since I worked tow truck

in Chicago winter would tire chains for snow & mud do ? ?

Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

While the “elites” are at Davos right now having their meetings.

Aren’t these the heads of the snakes that we’ve been told, have been

taken care of?

It’s not 3d chess … it’s BS … we have no hard evidence their have

been arrests of the corrupt … only what we have been told.

No I don’t have faith with all the lack of public action … the people

have a right to know what is happening. I’m one of those crazy

people that can only go by what people do rather than what they say.

I can’t seem to help myself. Is there any hard proof that the

Insurrection Act was enacted? If so why does the military have to

wait for Trump? Wouldn’t it give them control?

There is that dirty four letter word again … “soon” … they are not

going to activate the EBS … they would have done so by now.

Enough of behind the scene … time to go public.

He was far enough along back in 2020 … just another BS excuse …

they have no intention of activate the EBS … they would have done so

by now.

This went to SCOTUS and they voted no. I heard they are being

blackmailed and threatened by certain congressional leaders and

others. They are apparently “playing ball.” I wonder how gutsy

Trump would be in clearing out the Deep State in government. I

don’t believe there were a lot of members of Congress arrested as was

reportedly supposed to happen. Personally, I am tired of

investigations – I want to see action before I die!

Nothing went to SCOTUS and was decided on. I’m assuming you’re

talking about the Brunson case that they looked at in conference and

said there was no standing. So they didn’t vote no on the case they
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only voted saying they wasn’t going to hear it. Big difference. It’s now

being filed asking them to reconsider but we all know all courts are

corrupt and won’t do anything. So we will see if the military actually

does anything or we find they to are too infiltrated and corrupt also

and in that case then I guess it’s a free for all on them all.

Last edited 9 hours ago by GTRPATRIOT

Same here … I am weary of all the excuses it’s time the white hats

admit they have no intentions of addressing all the election fraud

that has taken place throughout the years … they obviously want the

fraud machine to remain in place.

I knew going to the SCOTUS was a waste of time just like their so

called plan B they said they will go to which will also be a waste of

time. The SCOTUS is clearly corrupt and it is no point going to them

with a plan B.

Enough of the behind the scene BS … time to let the people know

what is happening. Time to go PUBLIC.

So many people are acting just like the Israelites after they were freed

from the Pharaoh: complaining, NOT TRUSTING GOD, bitching

moaning, groaning, continuing the blame game. Its just not

happening fast enough. Not bothering to pray. Blah, blah, blah. None

of us know what the military is contending with behind the scenes.

That goes for President Trump, too.

“None of us know what the military is contending with behind the

scenes. That goes for President Trump, too”

That’s the problem we the people have a RIGHT to know what is

going on.

Ruth

 
I totally agree with you-I put justice on my bucket list. I gave been

totally awake for 40 years and never thought I would even see a
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glimpse of justice. I would go to my grave satisfied if it would

happen.

God draws them all out for destruction. That includes DJT and

whoever comes after him. Praise God

Ruth, a little reminder of the Biblical Ruth I think is in order. The

Biblical Ruth;

 
-Did what she knew was right not what looks right to others

 
-followed her heart with integrity that increase her influence with

others

 
-remained humble as God continued to bless her.

Blessings,

You’ll only see action if you take action !!! It is our own govt./military

that is behind all of this, they are the ones murdering us and our

family members. It is the leadership, take them all out by any and all

means necessary.

Don’t be stupid! Sometimes you have to use discernment. If the

investigators say they aren’t taking any action, it simply means that

Marines and SpecOps dudes will handle the kinetics.

How do you know that? Perhaps you are the one that should not be

stupid. They haven’t handled anything publicly and that MUST

happen NOW.

I will give you the benefit of the doubt and assume that you are not a

troll. That said, there is nothing the black hats would like more than

open kinetic war with the white hats. Only an idiot can’t guess why.

You are the IDIOT. There is no white hat black hat bullshit. We are

all being played for fools by our own govt./military. Our own govt.

signed onto the U.N. Agreement Agenda21-2030 agreeing to kill

most of the population. Do some damn research people.
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An open war is what needs to happen … that is just another bs excuse

for the lack of public action. And if I am a TROLL for pointing out

the so called white hats have done NOTHING about the illegitimate

congress or upholding the Constitution then SO BE IT … I’ll wear

the name proudly.

You’ve read too many q drops.

The black hate are scared the American people with be told the truth

and take to the streets.

What’s happened the last 6 years…. The laugh at you.

I don’t understand what you are talking about. They can’t investigate

elections for they don’t have access to the voting information?

Why wouldn’t they have access? We have seen tons of proof online

fraud took place. You don’t think the white hats don’t have access to

that information … think again.

I know alot of you are impatient for results as maybe you are not

bothering to do the best research to find out why we have to wait this

long. I would like to suggest you listen to as many of SG Anon’s talks

on Rumble…. the you’ll realize what is being done in the back ground

–what is holding us up = what MUST BE COMPLETED FIRST.

 
Pease keep patient some more…. vry good things,, big things are

being done but much more has to be done.

I’ve listen to SG and I don’t think his intel is accurate. Q stated

beware of false prophets and I agree.

That “what must be completed first” is just an excuse to keep you

from questioning.

My patience is exhausted. No more behind the scene … time to go

PUBLIC … we the people have a RIGHT to know!
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I know alot of you are impatient for results as maybe you are not

bothering to do the best research to find out why we have to wait this

long. I would like to suggest you listen to as many of SG Anon’s talks

on Rumble…. then you’ll realize what is being done in the back

ground –what is holding us up = what MUST BE COMPLETED

FIRST.

 
Pease keep patient some more…. very good things,, big things are

being done but much more has still to be accomplished.

It took a hundred years or more for them to get where they are.

Millions of lives are in danger if things are done haphazardly. Try

listening more than forming your opinions.

I’ve listen enough to know we are being had. People keep making the

excuse that millions will be in danger if things are done wrong … they

are already doing it wrong and causing thousand to die. They claim

they have been working on this for years … since JFK’s time. They

claim they are in control and they have it all. You are the one that

needs to listen and do the research … if you were you would be

asking question too.

Millions are in danger?

U realize 5 billion took the death jab?

Your priorities are misguided

The most important thing on this planet is helping the billions that

took the jab bf they die.

I know alot of you are impatient for results as maybe you are not

bothering to do the best research to find out why we have to wait this

long. I would like to suggest you listen to as many of SG Anon’s talks

on Rumble…. then you’ll realize what is being done in the back

ground –what is holding us up = what MUST BE COMPLETED

FIRST.

 
.
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Pease keep patient some more…. very good things,, big things are

being done but much more has still to be accomplished.

 
Some things are already in place that you don’t think have changed

over to White Hats. So many wonderful future changes are standing

waiting for the conflicts to end first. Wonderful things already have

been accomplished. Be very discerning in whom you spend your time

llistening to. Don’t bother with people’s opinions– meditate for your

own. Listen to those that have Miitary contacts. Not those selling

Merch. Much is pantomime.

.

 
Please stop engaging the 106 PAID SHILLS, STUPID CHILDISH

TROLLS & BOTS....it’s wasting too much space and time here..

 
,

 
I’ll can give a list of the latest #s

Is it that difficult understand the enormous task at hand. We still

have parents sending kids to indoctrination camps because they

won’t protect them.

Maybe because some parents still think their schools have not turned

into indoctrination centers. Well, when their kids start wanting to

change their sex and become gay like Jazz on TV, they will get a BIG

clue.

Oh really! Demanding the military uphold their oath to the

Constitution is consider TREASON! Wellsir … I guess I better be

careful shouldn’t I ………………………………not. That has got the be the

dumbest statements I’ve read all night.

Just because you don’t see it and that it’s not to YOUR satisfaction

doesn’t mean the White Hats aren’t doing their job. Say what you

want,but you’re not the one in charge!

I’ll settle down when the illegitimate congress is removed … the fraud

machines are removed and the people involved arrested PUBLICLY

… now you settle down.
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Ignorance is a choice.. If you spent any time researching this

attempted takeover of our Great Country you would realize this

takeover has been in play for 50 plus years starting with the

assassination of JFK..If it,s blood you want take out a drug dealer or

two… this must be done without blood in the streets if at all

possible….Study the Civil War, it may open your eyes.. PS: Derek

Johnson Streams explains all of this to date..The choice is yours…

According to them the recovery has been in play since JFK. “this

must be done without blood in the streets” … oh right …. people will

want blood when they see the Constitution being upheld. They will

all stand up and fight for the satan worshippers, and pedos … I can

see it now. This is nothing but a BS excuse not to take action.

 
The only thing Johnson explain are the laws that are NOT being

enforced. He’s just a big blow hard and probably one of those false

prophets Q warned about. I don’t buy a lot of the Q drops but that

one I do.

The takeover started with the Rothschilds a century and a half ago

with their willingness to stabilize the American economy after the

Civil War as long as they were allowed to surreptitiously take over

this country for their benefit.

Last edited 41 minutes ago by Pengeezer

Hooters? Nah. Nobody goes there any more except Aussie beta cucks

like that loser B0fa…

And no more of this business of going out alone, he is too important

to lose as are the other Generals and Marines!

In this day & age people can get info almost anywhere & firmly I

believe its a mistake to put pictures of these Generals out for Johnny

Q Public. Too easy to

 
hit on them.
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I don’t think it’s Johnny Q Public they have to worry about but the

traitors in the three letters agencies.

That very fact makes me think his “capture” coulda been a simple

psyop to further enrage and energize Patriots for the battles ahead.

On face value, it makes no sense. Or maybe I’m wrong. But that’s the

Art of War, using psychology.

That very fact makes me think his “capture” coulda been a simple

psyop to further enrage and energize Patriots for the battles ahead.

On face value, his disappearance is hard to believe. But then again,

that’s the Art of War, using psychology to your advantage.

Lmao.

Art of war tards are worse than the satanists.

They just murdered billions of us with a death jab promoted by

trump.

Appearances upon first glance, to uneducated eyes, it’s an open and

closed “case”, right? Wrong. Fact, not fiction, there are entities that

utilize SELF-AWARE PARTICLES, not of their own FLESH, but of

THEIR particles. I can See, so Wi can too. I won’t deny an event

happened, but as written or transcribed??? Nope. If I was a spy, I’d

arrange to be captured, beaten, and “interrogated”, then play victim,

and set up the other side. I’m not even saying that’s what happened,

but I’m pretty damn sure if this hero, was kidnapped, he/she/it,

arranged it. Art of War. Arcane Arts. I’m UNIQUELY “GIFTED”, by

my doing, in a LIFE, before LIFE was a WORD. Wisdom

Organization Respect Discipline-WORD. Logic Intelligence Family

Enlightenment-LIFE. The CONSTELLATIONS are STAR CRAFT,

this is the D&D-WAR CRAFT-WAR HAMMER 40k UNIVERSE.

“EARTH” is far, far, far more than a “PRISON” and should not be ran

like a “prison”. “They” play word games, especially especially with

the “English” “American” language. Would You line up for

mandatory “toxin”(American) vaccine (Latin)???? Did any of You,
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trust in NATURAL IMMUNITY??? Or just protecting $$$$profits???

Schools are putting in “high tech” stuff, that’s “greeeaate”, right??

No, it’s sterilizing every animal that’s a real biological life-form. A-Z,

everything. Are the ROBOT and COMPUTER “benefactors”, going to

“fix themselves” when there are no biologicals, to provide the

“matrix” the energy needed?? Hmmm. I do not “fear”, nor do I nor

have I ever, turned the other cheek. I’ve had too many names given

to my bodies, for me to “fear” me, DEATH. Another acronym, makes

a “tough guy” feeling go out, when no body fears The REAPER.

Why’s that? “Fear” “gawd” but not the REAPER?? Neato facto to

knowo. Why would I “fear” “the matrix”??? Ants can out think any

“artificial program”. Dwarves, are PLANETS, not just a RACE.

Religions And Cultural Experiences-RACE. Actually KNOWING how

to READ, doesn’t always mean You can or are, hypocrites are the

enemy-hate, lower cased modern runes equates to negative. Help

Actually Teach Everything -HATE, the KIND, I’ll will ALWAYS relate

to. I promised to HATE, FOREVER AND A DAY!!! The MARINE

CORPS WAY. Serve with Discipline (Over emotion), Respect (to

others as earned or shown) Understanding (don’t judge unless You

Know, don’t jump to conclusions) Intelligence (this can be any

positive word or trait that starts with I) and Dependability (shouldn’t

need explained) DRUID. “Their” “game”, create a problem, then

destroy the World (population and actual Planet) then lie about it,

and cover it up. Rinse and repeat. End it, or BIG RED, will BIG

BLACK’s help, and BIG GREEN, get the picture?? The newer

DREADNOUGHTS, look like “hooomawnz” and do not need

“weapons”. The “mythological” PALADINS, don’t require CYBORG

AUGMENTATION, it’s NATURALLY FORGED, STAR FORGED. I

sent You my address, Adaptus Mechanicus, keep Your promises. or

this ADEPTUS CUSTODES ABRITES ASTARTES will manifest

LEGIONS of VETRAN TERMINATORS, from every RACE, in The

IMPERIUM of LIFE!! Wi EVOLVED past “earth”, get on board, or go

extinct. The “veil”, is the problem, it traps US!!!!
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Thanks for the prayers, he is in perfect health and most recently

tweeted on Jan 11. He indicates that he was never captured and he is

completely loyal to Biden – his command in chief.

Wow. I’m so pleased that he was rescued and is now safe. The CIA

will now be hard-hit by the White Hats after doing this.

This will deffinatly tip them off, now they will know for sure someone

is on the inside and is tipping white hats off.

Probably a similar mole tipped off the CIA when and how to get

Berger. Spying is a normal part of warfare.

I prayed that God send Angels to save Gen. Berger if he is really on

the good side! God did…a CIA whistleblower came out and told them

the location before they are going to murder Gen.Berger….

 
And to those that are moaning and complaining why it is not

happening fast as it should be? How can you destroy an

organizations of criminals that were established and TOOK foothold

and owned EVERYTHING IN THIS WORLD by CENTURIES? DO U

THINK YOU CAN JUST DRAIN THE WORLD WIDE SWAMPS

THAT HAS EXISTED FOR 500-THOUSANDS OF YEARS IN 4-6

YEARS? WHY DO YOU THINK…THIS EVIL OF DEPOPULATIONS

AGENDAS KEEP COMING BACK…WE HAVE A VERY ADVANCE

CIVILIZATIONS FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS…YOU CAN JUST

SEE IT FROM THE RUINS OF THE ADVANCE

CIVILIZATIONS….THEY ARE MONUMENTALS AND EXQUISITE

AND VERY DELICATE ….BUT WITH OUR SO CALLED ADVANCE

TECHNOLOGY….NOTHING CAN BE COPIED from these

ADVANCE CIVILIZATION THAT UNTIL NOW THEY ARE STILL

MAKING THEORIES „HOW Ancient ANCESTORS HAVE DONE

THIS TO ACHIEVE THESE RESULTS? HOW DID THEY LIVED

300 years old? BECAUSE IN FIELD OF ARCHITECTURE AND

SCIENCE..AND HEALTH….ETC.ANCIENT HIDDEN HISTORIES

WERE UNEXPLAINABLE, ADVANCE AND PERFECT…THE

GLOBALISTS HIDE AND ERASED THEM ALL WHAT THEY
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COULD…NOW THEY WANT AGAIN A NWO , a RESET BY

DEPOPULATING THE WORLD AND DO AND WRITE THEIR OWN

VERSION OF HISTORIES FOR THE FUTURE GENERATIONS.

EVERY TWO HUNDRED YEARS…THEY DO THIS RESET…WHO

WILL THEN TESTIFY THAT WHAT THEY ARE

INDOCTRINATING THE FUTURE GENERATIONS ARE IN A

MAKE BELIEVE, FAKE AND A CONSPIRACY TO CONTROL

THEM? There was already CELLPHONE BY 1930. and cloning by

incubators in 1909…sidewalks escalators…electric cars…free

electricity/ energy on the 15th, 16th 17th 18th ,19th hundreds! AND

BEFORE THAT , THEY WERE EVEN MORE ADVANCE…

ATLANTIS WAS TAUGHT TO BE A FICTIONS BUT THERE IS

TRUTH IN IT. TARTARIA CANNOT BE CALLED A FICTIONS

BECAUSE THERE ARE MANY ARCHITECTURES THAT

REMAINED ALTHOUGH THEY TRIED HARD TO DESTROY

THEM…BY SO CALLED WORLD EXIBITIONS BY BURNING

THEM ALL.

 
SO, ASK NOW, WHY IT TAKE THE WHITE HATS MILITARY (

White Alliance) to DRAIN THE SWAMPS? Because the SWAMPS

ARE INTERCONNECTED WORLD WIDE…THERE IS A PLAN TO

SAVE THE WORLD…NOT JUST USA…TIMING IS EVERYTHING.

THIS STING OPERATIONS WAS ONGOING FOR DECADES BUT

IT WENT STRONGER WHEN THEY KILLED JFK. EVERYTHING

IS INTERCONNECTED….DID YOU HAVE REALLY IDEAS ABOUT

THE 100K + babies and CHILDREN MISSING YEARLY IN UNITED

STATES ALONE …AND 80 millions + WORLDWIDE? And how

CORRUPT AND SELECTED THE LEADERS OF THE WORLD

UNTIL PRES. TRUMP CAME? Never heard that OBama was a

Kenyan born selected to be President of the USA ,Inc….that‘s how

powerful they are. NEVER HEARD UNTIL PRES. TRUMP CAME TO

DISRUPT THEIR AGENDA…THAT OBAMA SENT A FILE OF CASH

DOLLAR OF 200 billions plus TO IRAN WHILE OUR TAXPAYERS

ARE DYING OF POVERTY? Why send money abroad when it is

MOST needed here by the people who were taxed? YOU ONLY
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HEARD OF THESE EVIL ,CORRUPT, EXPOSURE,WHEN PRES.

TRUMP WAS PUT TO OFFICE WITH THE HELP OF THE WHITE

ALLIANCE THESE DISCLOSURES AND EXPOSURE CAME OUT!

 
So,IT IS BEING EXPOSED THAT WE ARE IN A WORLD MATRIX

OF LIES…

SO, TIMING IS EVERYTHING…SO INSTEAD OF COMPLAINING

AND MOANING THAT IT IS SO SLOW ACTIONS…FROM THE

WHITE HATS MILITARY…INSTEAD…PRAY FOR THEM…THEIR

SAFEFY AND HEALTH AND WISDOM, AND EXPOSURES OF THE

RINOS ,SPIES, TRAITORS, PEDO CRIMINALS, ELITE

CANNIBALISM. AND THAT LOT OF HIDDEN DOCUMENTS OF

THESE TRAITORS PLANS WILL BE DISCOVERED…PRAY THAT A

LOT OF WHISTLEBLOWERS WILL COME OUT! PRAY THAT

THESE WILL BE OVER SOON. THE GREAT AWAKENING IS

NOW…

Glad he was plucked from the demonic soldiers. It’s real heavy out

here. And are they running the top secret gate about Biden to not

only disqualify him from running in 2024, but to ultimately try and

disqualify Trump. Sacrifice Biden to take out the actual target Trump

As a Pres., Pres. Trump was allowed to have those Secret papers but

Pedophile Joe took Classified papers when he was only a Vice

President and he was not allowed and was unlawful.

Don’t worry about those classified documents. They were very

securly locked up in his garage with his corvette. It’s a corvette, of

course the door was locked

The CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS/FILES, those tied to DJT and those

tied to Pedo-joe are a DISTRACTION/S, for the purposes of

OBFUSCATION and subterfuge. Do not attempt to figure it out.

Although I had hoped for something different, this was my greatest

fear. Thank you to the men that went after him and for Gen. Smith

for being at the top of his game. Thanks MB fir reporting this so
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quickly.

Wow. I’m so pleased that he has been rescued and is now safe and

recovering. The CIA will be hit hard now for doing this to General

Berger.

I hope that this comment doesn’t get deleted. My last comment two

minutes ago did.

It’s time to let the people know! There is more good than evil out

there. God will prevail! I prayed for him to be found. Now I will pray

for his healing. Thank you marines!! Bad asses

oh no Jan, it was Kimberlys prayer that got the job done! Lol , Let’s

not have any me me me , NOR BIG I I I I, we all pray for whats right

will be done, amen,,,

Amen! I don’t think any of us stopped praying for him. Thank You,

God, for hearing our prayers. Continue to protect him & the rest of

our military.

all of our prayers worked and God gets the credit and Berger can be

with his family, finally.

Amen! So grateful he was rescued from those evil ones. Remember

our Marines’ motto – “God will judge our enemies. We will arrange

the meeting.” We The People stand beside you. Do what you have to

do to eradicate this evil.

This will be a long clean up. One or two years is simply not enough.

Too many sleeper agents. Unactivated and activated.

I can’t tell who is who on that and they could be anywhere. I’m

guessing that got Pendleton watched 24/7 from a few angles to get

Gen Berger but they wouldn’t be there since they got him. IDK. I

cannot imagine why he went out alone. It’s probably prudent to keep

all the military and their families safe on base.
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Great job! As you see, the gloves are off. Mass arrests must start

ASAP.

 
No more tippy toeing.

They have to tippy toe. They are not in total control obviously. This

isn’t a kids TV adventure series.

Mass arrests have been ongoing for awhile now, just not reported on

MSN

Last edited 11 hours ago by Shutterbug

I had been thinking the same thing. What would make him go out

and about without security measures intact? Not even some type of

GPS device? Just thankful he is alive and recovering. Thank you

white hats!!

They don’t use tracking because the enemy can read it. There’s other

methods to be safer like angels. Any soldier surviving hard battle can

probably talk how they got mysterious visions or signs for help while

in danger.

They should at least make him traceable with a fake credit card in

someone else’s name so that when he purchases under the fake na.e

it will register his last general location in the bank account.

If he is kidnapped, why in the world would they let him use his credit

card?!!

Baxter already explained that. But why he went out without other

people along is curious. That part of California Mid East and a bit to

the north is well known for being like Devil’s Triangle like that

triangle in the Carribean kind of spaceship deep state territory,

creatures of the deep state are numerous or secret space stuff.

If there is a 10 acre farm out there with dead bodies now, Can I guess

no local cops come but just deep state owners have to clean it up?

There’s going to be neighbors but deep state seems to usually have
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them busy or trained to mind their own business.

It makes me wonder if the thousands of missing migrants wind up in

that area or flood zones or in the Walmart tunnels because reptilians

can’t fight without that human fresh live blood. Hybrids getting

adrenochrome shots, and shapeshifters I heard need a super

concentrated adrenochrome. This info, actually comes from navy

soldiers with high clearance or supersoldiers so, it’s curious why any

general would not know humans from clones or shapeshifters or

people traveling through portals differences.

Yep. This all seems odd to me. CIA waiting at or near the gate of the

base to capture someone. Nobody at the base has any clue they are

being surveilled 24/7, despite having the most sophisticated

surveillance skills and tools at their disposal. Just so happens the

general goes out alone under mysterious circumstances and naturally

gets caught. No one knows he left or where he went. But ex-CIA

happens to know where he is, and reports he is in a low security

house out in the middle of no-where, which is an easy target for a

rescue operation. Its so easy to fool your opponent if you really want

to. So if this is true, then perhaps it was to expose the leak in

security? More to this picture? Success???

I’ve thought of him since I read the first peace of news here that he

was missing. I am so relieved he is ok and safe, and also relieved

some spooks are trying to do the right thing. The sacrifices our

military is making for us makes me feel quite humble. Thank you.

I am so glad to hear this news.

I am sure in time genl Burger will give info.

 
Down with the cabal

Thank you God that there are still a few good guys out there and the

General is safe! God speed his recovery!
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YES!

Absolutely!

 
But not at the expense of White Hat ghouls or others that may still do

the right thing when called upon as the ‘informant’ referenced above.

Yepper its way past time for the CIA to be blown to hell! Fact is the

bastards are not suppose to be in the united states period!!!

The main headquarters was located under Lake Geneva in

Switzerland and has been taken care of, Langley headquarters is still

up though.

Whose driver are you wondering about? I believe General Berger

drove off the base at Camp Pendleton by himself on Jan 6th.

Thank you Heavenly Father who heard our prayers. God bless the

white hats, thank you MB, well done.

Thank God for His grace and thank you for the life of Gen. Berger.

May the power of God heal him completely and strengthen him.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Lorenz Manner

I sure hope that they use the med bed technology on Gen Berger.

That is what is coming for all of us. military first then seniors and

down the line. The AMA, FDA all that Bullsnot is meant to ultimately

kill us. Energy Frequency and vibration cures, these re the basics our

our realm which God created for us.

You speak of vibration cures. Did you know it has been found that a

cat’s purr is at the highest frequency of sound for healing?

purrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr!

I witnessed a cat getting hit by a car. I stopped to help. The cat was

purring, but it soon died.

How about the purrrrrrrrrr of a little pussy, would that work for

healing too? Or just cats?
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Always suspected as much. That sound is in a league of its own for

effects felt in the human body & psyche.

Great job! It seemed like they would have at least taken 2 captors,

though, to gain as much intelligence about the operation of his

capture as they could.

They had to take down as many as possible as quick as possible. They

didn’t know whether there would be more in the same room as The

General. So there were no others left.

Blessed be the angels that guide us in the night and may we sleep

well knowing that good guys win the fight…

Best news in a long time. But come on guys! Where is your security?

You let the top guy wander around in the dark and get himself

captured? This is not a good sign.

Exactly the top general goes off on his own with no security ??? With

as many enemies he has made, it’s a miracle from God that he was

found ALIVE Thank you Jesus n to the top notch Marines who didn’t

stop until they found him

Oh the poor General. What bravery and service to our Nation! I pray

for his total recovery in Jesus Name AMEN

“When it absolutely, positively, has to be destroyed overnight, call

the U.S. Marines.” God Bless the rescuers. As for the CIA, “Kill ’em

all, let God sort ’em out.” They’ve been corrupted like the FBI.

That kimosabe, is not what the REAL GOD, would say. But, of

course, “HE” just exists inside US, as a “jimmy cricket” voice, right?

Noway “HE” could actually be WALKING the EARTH, with YOU,

right??? How many lives/times, has “HE” been here, claimed “HIS”

identity, to help re-TEACH, anyone, anything, and to simply have a

good LIFE, with “HIS” WIFE, to RAISE “their” own offspring,

TOGETHER, with out a jealous evil whore-jew, fucking up “HIS”

marriage, and WORLD??? Just askin. Also, why the FUCK, would I,
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as a SINGULAR ENTITY, be so damned angry about it?? Why does

the shit state of this civilization, piss me off personally, worse than

ANY OF YOU??? Hmmm??? I named my PLANET, Pluto, because

my Son Plato, had a canine named Pluto. Give me my PROPERTY

BACK, all of it, or HELL will DROP from the skies, and climb from

the depths!!!! Stop the BULLSHIT, and DE-CLASSIFY

EVERYTHING!! Hell will look like a girl scout camp, compared to

what will happen, if people, don’t stop telling other people, to kill in

the name of “God”, or any other named or un-named entity. The only

GAWD, You should listen too, is telling others to arrest and

apprehend, not physically killing, but philosophically. Ie… TEACH

the TRUTH, change the PERSON. Judge actions, not PEOPLE, and

give sound advice. To tell anyone to calm down, after stealing their

works, killing off their PEOPLE, meanwhile planing to ignite the

crime, doesn’t help. Justice, better pick up their pace!!

 

Děkuji, že byl nalezen živý a je v bezpečí. Je osvěžující vědět, že na

opačné straně plotu jsou lidé, kteří mají svědomí – děkuji

anonymnímu zdroji, který mi zavolal s informací. Z celého srdce

děkuji statečným a oddaným mariňákům, kteří se této mise ujali a

zázračně uspěli. Osobně vám děkuji, MB, za tuto včasnou aktualizaci.

Bůh žehnej všem.

Naposledy upraveno Red Fox před 13 hodinami

 

 


